3.9 **School Dress Code: 2014**

**Purpose**
Maintaining a high and consistent standard of dress at Kojonup District High School

**School Dress Code is characterised by:**
- an emphasis on the two colour selection (pale blue/navy blue);
- having students wear neatly, with pride, a clear identification with Kojonup District High School (colours and logo);
- visually promoting the school in its community and beyond; and
- providing clear sanctions.

**Implementation - general requirements of the standard uniform**
- ‘Standard’ (day to day) uniform is differentiated from ‘formal’ uniform. The latter includes a blazer such as worn by Student Councillors and others at special functions.
- **Presentation:** Neat and high standards of presentation are expected. Clothes in disrepair will not be regarded as uniform.
- **Colour:** Plain school colours of navy blue (not black) and pale blue in school clothing as indicated below
- **Hats:** Compulsory for all of terms 1 & 4. (Secondary may opt to put sun cream on in place of a hat)
- **Footwear:** Plain shoes, boots or joggers. Appropriate sandals may be worn in summer.
- **Body Piercing:** One ear piercing (pair) only (small stud or sleeper is to be in place). No other visible piercings.
- **Excursions:** Students need to be readily recognizable in the uniform.
- **Other Special Requirements:**
  - Safety requirement: Any students attending Art, Design and Technology (Manual Arts, Home Economics) and Science must wear covered footwear. Any students attending Farm must wear boots.
  - Special Representation Uniform: When specified teams compete in interschool events, a special school supplied top may be worn.
  - Secondary Students must bring a change of clothes for Sport/Physical Education.

**Availability**
Kojonup District High School uniforms are available locally from Koji Shoe and Sports, Kojonup BMC Embroidery or Renew.

**The Standard Uniform (K-10)**

**Summer:**
- Shirt - pale blue polo (KDHS school logo highly recommended)
- Shorts/Skorts/Trousers/Skirt - navy blue
- Dress ‘A’ line - tartan (Year 7-10 only) or Dress - blue & white check (K-6 only)

**Winter:**
- Shirt - pale blue polo (long or short sleeve) or navy blue skivvy (with KDHS school logo highly recommended)
- Skirt/Trousers - navy blue
- Jacket/Jumper - navy blue (KDHS school logo highly recommended)
- Optional: navy blue vest or track suit top without logo School, Production/Graduation jacket/jumper

**All Terms:**
- Garments worn underneath are to be pale blue or white (K-10).
- Kojonup DHS has a no-denim (or similar looking) School Dress Code.
- Jackets or Tops are not to have hoods.
- Leggings are not to be worn as trousers.
- All accessories are to be in school colours (as above) (eg. hats (as above), scarves, stockings etc)

**CONSEQUENCES FOR NON-COMPLIANCE — Recorded on attendance sheet**
- Warning – Uniform slip issued by teacher to student for parent to sign and return.
- Parent contacted by Teacher if slip not returned or repeat noncompliance.
- After 3 uniform slips – Parent contacted by corresponding Deputy, student loses Good Standing. They will check in for 10 consecutive days with correct uniform to gain back Good Standing.